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2Meteorix Project

General context
• Two meteoroid reservoirs (asteroids and 

comets)
• Remnant of the formation of the solar 

system 
• Space missions dedicated to small bodies 

(Rosetta, Dawn, OSIRIS-ReX, Hayabusa2, 
MMX, Hera…)

• Space debris:
• Environment model for space agencies
• Re-entry physics

• Other similar projects: 
• SPOSH camera (ESA), Meteor (USA-JP), 

Yangwang-1 (CNSA) 
• CubeSats : S3-CUBE (JP), SOURCE (Univ. 

Stutggart Ger.)
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The compositional medley of asteroids
Equipped with an abundance of visible-wavelength colours and surface-
brightness measurements from recent surveys17,18 we can now reveal a new
map of the distribution of asteroids down to diameters of 5 km (ref. 19)
(Fig. 3). Traditionally, the distribution has been presented as the relative

fraction of asteroid classes as a function of distance2,9,31,32. Now we compare
bodies ranging from 5 km to 1,000 km in diameter, so an equal weighting
would distort the view. By transforming the map of the asteroid belt to the
distribution of mass19,39, we are able to account for each asteroid type accu-
rately, rather than the frequency or number of types (Fig. 3). Furthermore,
we can now explore the change in distribution as a function of size (Fig. 4).

This is what we have found. The rarer asteroid types, such as the crust
and mantle remnants of fully heated and melted bodies, are seen in all
regions of the main belt14,16. We do not yet know whether this means that
the locations of their respective parent bodies were ubiquitous in the inner
Solar System or whether they were created close to the Sun and later in-
jected into the main belt15,40.

Asteroids that look compositionally Trojan-like (D-types; see Fig. 3) are
detected in the inner belt, where they are not predicted to exist by dynam-
ical models19,41,42. Their presence so close to the Sun demands an explana-
tion for how they arrived there and whether they are really linked to the
Trojan asteroids at all.

The Hungaria region is typically associated with its eponymous and
brightest member, (434) Hungaria, and similarly super-reflective asteroids2,8

(E-types; see Fig. 3). Despite this, most of the mass of this region is con-
tained within a few reddish and bluish objects, which are also common
elsewhere in the main belt43–45.

The relative mass contribution of each asteroid class changes as a func-
tion of size in each region of the main belt. Most dramatic is the increase
of bluish objects (C-types; see Fig. 3) as size decreases in the inner belt.
Although these bluish objects are notoriously rare in the inner belt at large
sizes2,32, where they comprise only 6% of the total mass, half of the mass is
bluish at the smallest sizes.

In the outer belt, reddish asteroids (S-types; see Fig. 3) make up a small
fraction of the total there, yet their actual mass is still quite significant. In
fact, we now find more than half of the mass of reddish objects outside the
inner belt19.

Just over a decade ago, astronomers still clung to the concept of an
orderly compositional gradient across the main asteroid belt46. Since then
the trickle of asteroids discovered in unexpected locations has turned into
a river. We now see that all asteroid types exist in every region of the main
belt (see Box 1 for a discussion of Hildas and Trojans). The smorgasbord
of compositional types of small bodies throughout the main belt contrasts
with the compositional groupings at large sizes. All these features demand-
ed major changes in the interpretation of the history of the current asteroid
belt and, in turn, of the Solar System.
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Figure 2 | Cartoon of the effects of planetary migration on the asteroid belt.
This figure captures some major components of the dynamical history of small
bodies in the Solar System based on models11,12,51,54. These models may not
represent the actual history of the Solar System, but are possible histories. They
contain periods of radial mixing, mass removal and planet migration—
ultimately arriving at the current distribution of planets and small-body
populations.
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Figure 1 | The asteroid belt in context with the planets. This plot shows the
location of the main belt with respect to the planets and the Sun as well as
the orbital structure of asteroid inclinations and number density of objects
(yellow represents the highest number density, blue the lowest). Asteroids have
much higher orbital eccentricities and inclinations than do the planets. The
structure of the main belt is divided by unstable regions, seen most prominently

at 2.5 AU and 2.8 AU (locations where an asteroid’s orbit is ‘in resonance’ with
Jupiter’s orbit), that separate the inner, middle and outer sections of the
main belt. The Hungaria asteroids are located closer to the Sun than is the main
belt and have orbital inclinations centred near 20 degrees. The Hildas are
located near 4 AU and the Jupiter Trojans are in the L4 and L5 Lagrange points
of Jupiter’s orbit.
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• Advantages: no weather constraint, wide coverage
• Main objec+ve: Determina+on of fluxes of meteoroids and space

debris entering the Earth atmosphere
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Detection of meteors and space debris from space
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Detection of meteors and space debris from space
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• Photometric measurements of meteors to study their interac2on with the 
atmosphere

• Trajectory of meteoroids and space debris (by combining with Earth-ground 
data, e.g. Fripon, Chen et al. 2020, A&A) 

• Demonstra*on of meteor chain detec2on on-board for a Cubesat with low 
power available

Extended Data Figure 5 | Identification of fragments in a series of images
from video 7. Fragments F1–F7 originated at lower altitudes (,25 km),
whereas fragments F11–F16 originated at higher altitudes (.30 km).
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(superbolide of Tcheliabinsk,  Borovicka etal 2013)
(Cargo ATV, @ESA)

(pictures taken from the ground)



Meteorix Mission

CIC CNES, Scilab, VTS
Study of an heliosynchronous orbit 5

q Payload: camera (visible) + chain 
detection

q Observation during the night at nadir
q Time line: 1 year (sporadic meteors 

and showers)
q Orbit

q Altitude: 500 km, Heliosynchronous (no 
constrain)

q DetecKon of ~100 events during the 
mission

q Reviews: Mission analysis (09/2015),              
feasibility (09/2017)
Currently in phase-B
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6

Sta,s,cs on meteors

Detection of magnitude limit 0 with a FOV 40 deg to detect one sporadic meteor/day
following Halliday et. al (1996) distribution.
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Expected specifications 3D Plus

Name - 3DCM681

Monochrome Yes Yes

Mass - 64 gr (without optics)

Spatializable Yes Yes

Fps 10 12 or 16

Companding 8 to 12 12 or 10

Temperature -30°C to 40°C -40°C to 70°C

Size (mm*mm*mm) 97*97*100 35*35*23 
(without optics)

Frame size (px*px) 640*512 2048*2048

Heritage Yes if possible EyeSat & SupercamCa
m

er
a

Satellite – Payload: Camera

Meteorix Project

Expected specifications LEICA

Name - Summilux- M 24 mm

Field of view 30° to 40° 84°/ 74°/ 53°

Focal number 1-1.4 1.4

Price - 7295 $

Mass - 500 g

Size (mm*mm) 97*97*100 – Sensor size 58.5*75.6
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Satellite – Payload: Camera (CMOS CMV400)

Meteorix Project

Relative spectral response
(without optics)

First Meteorix meteor (image difference)
Objective 6 mm, aperture 1.4

Integration time 100 ms
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Satellite – Payload: Processing chain for detection

Meteorix Project

(A meteor detected in image from Meteor experiment onboard of ISS, Univ. Chiba, Courtesy, T. Arai)Ch
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à Next talk by Maxime Millet
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(CNES review 09/2017)

(Student team 06/2017)

(detector test 3DPlus 02/2018)

Strong educational value
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Meteorix
• Demonstrator for the detec6on and characteriza6on of meteors and 

space debris from space
• 3U cubesat, the payload is a camera opera6ng in visible and detec6on 

chain
• Highly mo6va6ng, instruc6ve and rewarding project for students
• High educa6onal value: mul6-disciplinary subject, mixing of students
• Reviews:

• review of the phase of mission analysis and iden2fica2on 09/2015 
• review of the phase of feasibility in 09/2017 

• Informa6on on hEp://www.nanosat.upmc.fr
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All the students that work hard and with enthusiasm for this project

Claire Benteyn, Gudrun Otto, Bernard Abboud, Amirsina Asghari,
Olivier Liu, Jordan Raffard, Mathieu Lumbroso, Samuel Barnier,
Pierre Magot, Arthur Bichet, Juan S. Londono, Chang Yu, Dilan
Moreira, Asmar Lea, Breton Michel-Andre, Chariet Moufida,
Coralie Elmaleh, Fayolle Guillaume, Hettak Lydia, Kindia Freddy,
Mestre Ricardo , Ortega Manuel, Palmier Joelle , Qin Ziyi, Rabehi
Amine, Safraou Ahcine, Soeun Thari, Soret Marie, Teniou Mounir,
Thevarasan Anojh, Usta Adem, El Morsy Mona, Cimino Davide, Lu
Tao, Colin Loic , Dubroca Norbert, Fierfort Martin, Khettal
Abdelali, Amelot Dylan, Clavé Aurélien, Bagassien Marius,
Lesénechal Rémi , Arberet Antonin, Soccol Oscar, Enguelle-Oyono
Landry, Ortega Manuel, Asmar Lea, Gamal Bassam, El Morsy
Mona, Oudayer Pauline, Huebert Baptiste,Traore Nima, Bochuan
Rem, Derj Anyssa, Marin Clement, Alcaire Thomas, Souchu Bruno,
Chobineh Amirreza, Vergoossen Tom, Bougueroua Sarah, Delage
Timmy, Cardinaud François, Moreira Dilan, Maire Maxence,
Sortais Romain, Zephir Jordan, Tambouez Jeff, Bourguignon
Quentin, Arejdal Abdelkrim, Zou Jianling, Medina Leny, Pont
Mathias, Degabriel Sophie, Sauvignon Jean, Thin Achille, Rougé
Alexis, Traore Diata, Djembia Moufid, Joulia Maxellende, Meziane
Kahina, Akhenak Laetitia, Maxence Maire, …

All the professional team & interested
people that are present to share their
knowledge!

Thank you

Nicolas Rambaux, Dimitri Galayko, Gabriel Guignan, Lionel Lacassagne, Jérémie
Vaubaillon, Georges Alquié, Yves Berthaud, Mirel Birlan, Patrick Boissé,
François Colas, Muriel Darces, Florent Deleflie, Frédérique Deshours,
Emmanuelle Encrenaz-Tiphène, Thierry Fouchet, Alexandra Fragola, Alain
Hauchecorne, Philippe Keckhut, François Leblanc, Anny-Chantal Levasseur-
Regourd, Vincent Loriette, Jean-François Mariscal, Jean-Louis Rault , …
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